Introduction
Market participants usually think that a share price reflects investors' predictions about the future performance of a company. These expectations are based on available information about the company. The release of new information forces investors to change their expecta tions about the future performance of the company. New announcements are the main source for price fluctuations. Since investors evaluate the content of new information differently, prices may remain constant even though new information is important for the market. This can be the case if some investors think that the news is good, whereas others understand the same announcements quite differently. The direction of movements of prices depends on the average reaction of investors to news.
It is obvious that share prices can be observed if there is a positive trading volume. As with prices, trading volume and its changes react to the available set of important information on the market. Trading volume reacts in a different way in comparison to stock prices. A change in investors' expectations always leads to a rise in trading volume. The trading volume adjusts the sum of investors' reactions to news.
A real answer to the question whether a knowledge of one variable (e.g. volatility) can improve short-run forecasts of other variables is essential not only for analysts but also for market participants. Thus, in recent years both researchers and investors have focused on the links between trading volume, stock return and return volatility. Most early empirical examinations have been concerned the contemporaneous relationship between price changes and trading volume.
Both from a theoretical and practical point of view the dynamic relationship between returns, return volatility and trading volume is more interesting than the contemporaneous one. One of the most important and useful topics in empirical economics is an examination of the causal relationship between the variables in question. The notion of causality was introduced by Granger [20] . It is based on the idea that the past cannot be determined by the present or future. Thus, if one event is observed before another event, causality can only take place from the first event to the second one.
Brief information about some aspects of causality and the background literature contributions will be given in the next section. The concepts of nonlinear causality and Bernstein copulas are outlined in the third section. Data description and the estimation method of realized volatility are presented in the fourth section. The empirical results are discussed in the fifth section. Brief conclusions and outlook are given in the last part of the paper. Karpoff [30] in his survey of early research about price-volume relations citied important reasons for regarding price-volume dependencies. This permits zn insight into the structures of financial markets, and an understanding of the information arrival process especially how information is disseminated among market participants. It is strictly related to two hypotheses: the mixture of distributions hypothesis (MDH), Clark [13] , Epps and Epps [17] , Tauchen and Pitts [44] and Harris [28] and the sequential information arrival hypothesis by Copeland [14] and Tauchen and Pitts [44] . The knowledge of price-volume relations is also useful in technical analysis and it is important with respect to investigations of options and futures markets and in fashioning new contracts.
Literature review
One of the most useful approaches in the research concerning return-trading volume interrelations is the concept of Granger causality [20] . Causality in the Granger sense can be understood as a kind of conditional dependency. Using this causality methodology we can check if the past values of one stationary variable is helpful in predicting the future values of another one or not. In most early papers concerned with causal dependencies linear vector autoregression models are used. The significance of coefficient estimates of a potentially causal variable means the existence of causality running from this variable to the endogenous variable. However, in the case of the nonstationarity of the time series under study to causality can be spurious (comp. Granger and Newbold [21] , Phillips [38] ). In the case of cointegration VECM can be applied for causality testing. If one finds the respective coefficient of error correction to be not-negative, then it can be concluded that there is no stable and long-run relationship.
Another serious problem concerning the linear approach to testing for causality is the low power of the tests needed to detect some kinds of nonlinear causal relationships. This problem is raised in contributions which are concerned with nonlinear causality tests (see e.g. Abhyankar [1] and Asimakopoulos [2] ). The starting point for further investigations was the nonparametric statistical method for uncovering nonlinear causal effects presented by Baek and Brock [7] . In order to detect causal relations the authors used the correlation integral, an estimator of spatial probabilities across time based upon the closeness of points in hyperspace.
The concept by Hiemstra and Jones [29] improves the small-sample properties of the causality test and relaxes the assumption that the series to which the test is applied are i.i.d. The authors conducted some Monte Carlo simulations and proved the robustness of their test for the presence of structural breaks in the series. They also checked contemporaneous correlations in the errors of the VAR model in order to filter out linear cross-and auto-dependence.
Diks and Panchenko [15, 16] noticed the fact that the null hypothesis in the HJ (Hiemstra and Jones) test is generally not equivalent to Granger non-causality. The authors developed their own test with better performance than the HJ one, especially in terms of over-rejection and size distortion, which are frequently reported for the HJ test. The authors gave some recommendations, including bandwidth adaptation for ARCH type processes. In this case, the optimal bandwidth can be expressed in terms of the ARCH model coefficient.
There are also a few papers e.g. Sims et al. [41] , Toda and Yamamoto [45] which demonstrated that the asymptotic distribution theory is not a proper basis for testing the causality of integrated variables by mean of the VAR model. This also holds true in a case where the variables are cointegrated. Therefore, an alternative concept of causality testing was developed based on a Wald test statistic.
Almost all of the papers analyzed the dynamic links of indexes and individual companies listed in these indexes from highly developed stock markets.
Gurgul et al. [25] investigated the causal relationships between trading volume and stock returns and return volatility for the Warsaw Stock Exchange. Applying the linear Granger causality test, the contributors observed a significant causal relationship between returns and trading volume in both directions and linear Granger causality from return volatility to trading volume. In addition, their findings showed that a knowledge of past stock price movements on the German as well as the US stock market supported short-run predictions of current and future trading volume of the companies from the WSE.
Gurgul et al. [23] in a contribution based only on the traditional linear approach concluded that short-run forecasts of current or future stock returns cannot be improved by a knowledge of recent volume data and vice versa.
The linear and nonlinear causality of companies listed in, DAX index was investigated by Gurgul and Lach [22] . They used daily data at close from the time period January 2001-November 2008. The contributors presented the results of linear and nonlinear testing for causality. While for testing of the nonlinear causality the Diks and Panchenko test was used the linear dependencies were checked by traditional Vector Autoregression Models and by the model derived by Lee and Rui [31] . The contributors confirmed the hypothesis that traditional linear causality tests often fail to detect some kinds of nonlinear relations, while nonlinear tests do not. In many cases the test results obtained by use of empirical data and simulation confirmed a bidirectional causal relationship while a linear test did not detect such causality at all.
A hypothesis on dynamic interdependencies between returns and trading volume is the high volume premium hypothesis. High trading volume of a stock implies that investors focus on that stock. This implies that such a stock seems to be more interesting to potential investors which is whythe stock prices tend to increase. This hypothesis was tested by Gervais et al. [19] . The contributors checked this hypothesis for companies listed on the NYSE. The results are in line with the high volume premium hypothesis since the authors observed that high trading volume precedes high returns while small trading volume precedes low returns.
Gurgul and Wójtowicz [25] , taking into account event study methodology defined an event as the appearance of extreme high trading volume. The authors tested the high volume premium hypothesis for companies listed on the WSE. The results were in line with the high volume premium conjecture since the occurrence of high trading volume implied high returns (especially in the case of small companies) in the following days, especially one day after. The results not only supported the high trading volume premium hypothesis but also suggested the construction of profitable investment strategies. In addition, in the case of small trading volume the mean abnormal returns were not statistically significant.
The papers above were concerned with dynamic dependencies between returns, return volatility and trading volume on the basis of daily data. However, these dependencies are much more interesting for high frequency data. In all papers reviewed absolute values or squared stock returns were applied as proxies for volatility. There are few papers dealing with intraday data when links between returns, return volatility and trading volume are examined.
Rossi and Magistris [40] investigated the relationship between realized volatility and trading volume. They showed that volume and volatility exhibit long memory but they are not driven by the same latent factor as suggested by fractional cointegration analysis. They used the fractional cointegration VAR models of Nielsen and Shimotsu [37] , which extend the analysis of Robinson and Yajima [39] to stationary and nonstationary time series as well. They found that past (filtered) log-volume has a positive effect on current filtered log-volatility and current log-volume as well. Their analysis was complemented by using copulas in order to measure the degree of tail dependence. The series of log-volume and log-volatility are found to be dependent in extreme values. Luu and Martens [33] conducted some tests of the mixture of distributions hypothesis using realized volatility and found bidirectional causality of realized volatility and the trading volume of S&P500 index future contracts, whereas when using daily stock returns the MDH was not supported. The results of long memory analysis suggested that trading volume and volatility share the same degree of long-run dynamics, which supported the Bollerslev and Jubinski [11] version of MDH. Fleming and Kirby [18] also considered the Bollerslev and Jubinski [11] interpretation of MDH but they used fractionally-integrated time series models to investigate the joint dynamics of trading volume and volatility. The contributors examined this issue using more precise volatility estimates obtained using high-frequency returns (i.e. realized volatilities). Their results indicated that both volume and volatility displayed long memory. However they rejected the hypothesis that the two series shared a common order of fractional integration for a fifth of the firms in their sample. Moreover, the authors found a strong correlation between innovations in volume and volatility. The contributors draw the conclusion that trading volume can be used to obtain more precise estimates of daily volatility for cases in which high-frequency returns are unavailable. Bouezmarni et al. [12] derived a nonparametric test based on Bernstein copulas and tested on the basis of high frequency data for causality between stock returns and trading volume. The contributors proved, that at a 5% significance level, the nonparametric test rejected clearly the null hypothesis of non-causality from returns to volume, which is in line with the conclusion which followed from the linear test. Further, their nonparametric test also detects a non-linear feedback effect from trading volume to returns at a 5% significance level.
In the next part of this paper in order to check links between the financial variables under study realized volatility will be used as a proxy for volatility.
Nonlinear causality and Bernstein copulas
Now, we will present an extension of the Granger causality notion taking into account three variables X, Y and Z. Variable Z is in a causal relation to variable Y in the Granger sense if the current values of the variable Y can be forecasted more precisely by means of the known past values of variable Z, and those of auxiliary variable X, than in the case where the values of variable Z are not involved in the forecasting process.
In the recent literature on nonlinear dependencies in the sense of Granger causality nonparametric tests are used for the conditional independence of random variables. The conditional independence of random variables implies a lack of causality in the Granger sense. Linton and Gozalo [32] tested conditional independence by mean of a test statistic based on empirical distributions. Su and White [42] derived a test based on smoothed empirical likelihood functions and in the year 2007 developed a nonparametric test for the conditional independence of distributions. To this end, they applied conditional characteristic functions. The test for conditional independence by Su and White [43] is based on a kernel estimation of conditional distributions f( y x) and f( y x, z) if the null holds true than the last functions are equal. The serious drawback of this test is the restriction of the sum of dimensions of variables X, Y, Z to seven. In addition, it is necessary to define a weight function for Hellinger distance which is needed to measure the distance between the conditional distributions. The contributors applied their test to examine Granger non-causality in exchange rates. These drawbacks were addressed by Bouezmarni et al. [12] . We use their approach and methodology in the empirical part of this paper. The causality test applied for the detection of nonlinear causality is based on Bernstein copulas, which are presented in the next section.
Bernstein copulas
The estimator of density of a Bernstein copula in g (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) is determined by the expression:
, ,
The kernel K k ( g, Ĝ t ) can be calculated by use of the binomial distributions:
for v j 0, ..., k 1 and j 1, 2, 3.
The kernel can be written as
. One can estimate a kernel K k ( g, Ĝ t ) by the use of the density function of Beta distributions with parameters v j 1 and k v j :
In the case of a two-dimensional copula the last expression for variables X and Y is given by
In addition 
In the above equation the number k is the only parameter which should be set before the computations. This parameter stands for the number of "picks" of two dimensional distribution for which the density function is smoothed. It is obvious that the accuracy tends to increase as k rises. Figure 1 demonstrates a method for the nonparametric estimation of a Gumbel copula by use of a Bernstein copula. Therefore, 1000 realizations from a Gumbel copula with parameter 2 were generated. Next for k = ⎢ ⎣ ⎥ ⎦ = 2 1000 63 the density function*, was estimated by means of a nonparametric estimator based on binomial distributions. * x ⎣ ⎦ denotes the integer part of the real number x. Figure 1 . The density of the Gumbel copula and its contours (upper plots). Below, the density of the Bernstein copula and its contours.
Source: own elaboration
Bouezmarni et al. [12] focus on the differences between their test (called hereafter the BRT test) and the test by Su and White [43] . The main differences (and advantages of the BRT test) can be summarized as follows:
1. There is no restriction on the sum of dimensions of variables under study. 2. The application of a nonparametric Bernstein copula in order to estimate the joint conditional distributions guarantees the non-negativity of their distributions. This is important with respect to the proper determination of the distance between them by means of the Hellinger distance. 3. It is necessary to determine only one parameter which determines the accuracy of the estimation of nonparametric copula density.
The contributors demonstrated by means of simulation studies that their test has appropriate power and allows a recognition of different nonlinear dependencies between variables. By means of simulation exercises they also supplied evidence for the uselessness of a classic linear causality test for the detection of causal dependencies between nonlinear processes. The authors applied their test in an examination Granger non-causality between many macroeconomic and financial variables.
Nonlinear causality versus conditional dependence
1 be a realization of the stochastic process in » d , where d d 1 d 2 d 3 with joint distribution F XYZ and density function f XYZ . The test of conditional independence between variables Y and Z under condition X can be written down for density functions as (Bouezmarni et al. [12] ):
where f ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ( ) | | stands for the conditional density function.
It is worth noting that a lack of causality in the Granger sense can be understood as conditional independence. Let (Y, Z) be a Markov process of order 1. Variable Z does not cause variable Y in the Granger sense if and only if the following null hypothesis holds true:
i.e. y y t , x y t 1 , z z t 1 , for d 1 d 2 d 3 1.
For the sake of simplicity of notation we assume d i 1 for i 1, 2, 3. Taking into account this notation the well-known Sklar theorem can be put in the form:
The respective density function f XYZ is given by the equation
where c XYZ is the density function of copula C XYZ .
The null hypothesis (1) can be expressed by means of the copula notion in the following form:
while alternative hypothesis (2) fulfills the inequality: 
is equal to zero if the null hypothesis holds true. The distance (3) exhibits important advantages. First of all, it is symmetric and invariant with respect to monotone transformations. In addition, it is not sensitive to outliers, because their weights are lower than the weights of other observations. For empirical data the Hellinger distance (3) can be estimated by means of the following formula:
is the empirical form of marginal distribution F.( . ). In addition, the densities of copulas are estimated by means of nonparametric methods. Test statistics (comp. Bouezmarni et al. [12] ) for d 1 d 2 d 3 1 is given by the formula:
BRT Tk H C T k B T k B T k B T k
where C 1 
The densities ĉ XYZ , ĉ XY and ĉ XZ are estimated by means of Bernstein copulas. Under the null hypothesis the test statistic is distributed asymptotically standard normal. The null hypothesis is rejected for a given significance level iff BRT z holds true where z denotes the critical value given in the tables of standard normal distribution. Taking into account that the test statistic is asymptotically normal, the contributors advise in the case of a finite sample the calculation of p-values by means of bootstrap methods. Classic bootstrap methods referring to empirical distribution cannot be applied. Therefore, Paparoditis and Politis [37] suggested a local bootstrap method for nonparametric kernel estimators. They take into account the fact that the densities of the variables are conditional. This method was applied by Bouezmarni et al. [12] and Su and White [43] . The p-values can be determined for the samples X Y Z 
Data description and estimation of realized volatility
The dataset (see Table 1 ) contains tick-by-tick transaction prices of five stocks from the Vienna Stock Exchange from 2 January 2006 to 9 November 2011 (1454 daily observations). The selected stocks are Andritz AG (ANDR), Erste Group Bank AG (EBS), OMV AG (OMV), Telekom Austria AG (TKA) and Voestalpine AG (VOE). For these companies, descriptive statistics of time series of returns, realized volatility and trading volume were computed. They are presented below.
Daily stock returns
We computed daily stock returns at close and multiplied them by 100. The table below presents descriptive statistics of logarithimic stock returns r t and the results of Ljung-Box and Jarque-Bera tests (p-values). The results confirmed the stylized facts about stock returns r t . The departure from normality is reflected in kurtosis and skewness. The null hypothesis about normality is rejected for all companies under study. In three cases we observe significant autocorrelation.
Realized volatility
As a proxy of volatility in empirical investigations squared returns or absolute returns are used. For high frequency data a better alternative is realized volatility.
Suppose that p i,t is the logarithm of price (expressed in %) m times in day t in equal time intervals. The estimator of realized volatility is defined as s , where in the stochastic differential equation dp t t dt t dW t for logarithmic prices, the variable t stands for volatility t is drift and W t is the Wiener process. Unfortunately in most cases RV t is a biased estimator because of autocorrelation in intraday data, caused by a microstructure noise effect. The autocorrelation increases with rising frequency. In order to reduce the bias and mean squared error one can include covariances. Another solution is the choice of optimal sampling frequency (Bandi and Russell [3, 4, 6] ), Zhang et al. [46] , Hansen and Lunde [26, 27] and Oomen [36] ).
Barndorff-Nielsen et al. [8, 9, 10] have introduced the class of realized kernel estimators. A survey of realized variance estimators can be found in Bandi and Russel [4] and McAleer and Medeiros [34] .
In this paper we use a Newey-West estimator based on the Bartlett kernel for daily realized volatility (Hansen and Lunde [26] ): 
This estimator has many advantages. However, it does not take into account volatility between the close of a session and the opening of the session next day. Therefore, it is necessary to add to RV t NW a square of return computed for the price at close and the price at open denoted by r COt .
Hansen and Lunde [26] introduced the realized volatility estimation method for a whole day. In order to minimize the mean square error the linear combination of r 2 ZOt and RV t NW was taken into account. The optimal, conditionally unbiased, minimum variance estimator of realized volatility in the class of linear estimators is: Based on high frequency data, by applying these formulae to opening and closing prices the time series of realized volatility were derived. In the Newey-West estimator the time lags were chosen in order to minimize the mean square error. In addition, for the companies listed on Vienna Stock Exchange an optimal frequency parameter m was estimated. The estimators of realized volatility and volatility computed as squared daily log-returns are presented in Figure 2 (for stock ANDR): We applied a logarithmic transformation to the realized volatility series. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2 . The results presented above indicate that despite the application of the logarithmic transformation the series are not normally distributed. We observe that all of the series are positively skewed. Therefore, we removed the deterministic trend from the time series. The series adjusted in this way are denoted as lnRV t . Since in the next sections VAR models are used, we checked stationarity by an augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root:
− test 1 (ADF): The values of lag k are selected upon information criteria AIC and BIC. Table 3 presents the results of testing. In all cases the null hypothesis of unit root is rejected, so series lnRV t can be used in VAR models.
Trading Volume
The daily trading volume is calculated as the sum of trading volumes corresponding to each transaction from a whole given day. In Table 4 below we present the descriptive statistics of log-volume. Only in the case of TKA, can the null hypothesis of normality (p-values of Jarque -Bera test, not reported here) not be rejected. We filtered the log-volume from the deterministic trend and calendar effects. Before using VAR models we performed a unit root test (Tab. 5). By means of an ADF test with drift we rejected the null hypotesis of unit root in all cases. In the next sections we consider two types of trading volume: expected and unexpected. Unexpected trading volume (lnV t ) is the part of the total volume that can't be forecasted and it is generated by the random process of new pieces of information coming to the market. An expected trading volume (lnV t ) can be forecasted and we used fitted values of ARMA models to describe it. An unexpected trading volume is given by the residuals from ARMA models.
Empirical results and their analysis
In this section by means of nonparamteric Bernstein copulas we analyse pairwise nonlinear causality between prices, trading volume and realized volatility.
Causal price-trading volume relations
To test the linear Granger causality we applied a bivariate VAR(k) model for P t = (X t Y t ) : is the matrix of parameters corresponding to P t i . The null hypothesis that X does not Granger cause Y is equivalent to 21,i 0 for i 1, ..., k. We tested the null using F-statistics of the form:
where SSE 0 is the sum of the squared residuals of the restricted regression ( 21,i 0) and SSE is the sum of the squared residuals of the unrestricted model. The number of observations is denoted by T. Under the null the statistics presented above is asymptotically F distributed with k and T 2k 1 the degrees of freedom. The choice of k is based on the AIC and the BIC criteria. The proper number k of time lags guarantees that residuals are uncorrelated. In order to test the nonlinear causality we used the BRT statistics described in the previous section, applied to residuals from VAR models. Using this method we can be sure that we tested only nonlinear relations. When estimating the Bernstein copulas we took the bandwidth k as the integer part of 2 T . We computed the p-values of the test with 200 bootstrap samples. Below we used the notations X Y in order to describe the null hypothesis: X does not Granger cause Y. In all cases there is linear causality running from realized volatility to expected trading volume. Causality in the opposite direction is detected only in the case of TKA and VOE. In addition, there is nonlinear causality running from ln RV t to ln V t for three stocks (OMV, TKA and VOE).
Realized volatility and unexpected trading volume
We replace ln V t with ln V t and estimate VAR models and the required copulas again. The set of hypotheses under study is: In all cases (see Table 7 ) there is no nonlinear causal relationship in either directions. We observed linear causality from realized volatility to unexpected trading volume in four cases (the only exception is TKA). Causality in the opposite direction was detected in two cases with a significance level 0.05 and four cases with 0.1. The structure of dependence (see Table 9 ) is very clear. There is no nonlinear relationship in either direction (with the exception of EBS stock). We observed only linear causality from returns to unexpected trading volume, so a knowledge of prices from previous days can be helpful in forecasting unexpected trading volume when using linear models.
Stock returns and expected trading volume

Conclusions
The authors applied the test set out by Bouezmarni et al. [12] for conditional independence between two vector processes conditional one on another. The test applied is based on computer support and it is easy to conduct. The main reason for this is that it does not involve a weighting function in the test statistic. In addition, it can be applied in general settings since there is no restriction on the dimension of the data. To apply this test, only a bandwidth for the nonparametric copula is needed. The causal price-volume relationships were investigated for selected stocks traded on the Vienna Stock Exchange by using high frequency data. To detect linear causality classical vector autoregressive models were used. The nonlinear form of relationships were examined using a test based on nonparametric copulas.
The stock return volatility was computed using realized volatility estimators including changes in prices for non-trading hours. There are some clear patterns of causal relationships between stock returns, realized volatility and expected and unexpected trading volume. There is linear causality running from realized volatility to expected trading volume, and a lack of nonlinear causal dependence in the opposite direction. When unexpected trading volume is used, we observe (with one exception) linear causality for pair volatility-trading volume in both directions and a lack of nonlinear causality. When regarding the pair stock returns and trading volume the conclusions depend on the part of trading volume used. There is a strong a linear and nonlinear causality from stock returns to expected trading volume, and a lack of such a relationship in the opposite direction. So a knowledge of past stock returns can improve forecasts of expected trading volume. When regarding unexpected trading volume, we conclude that there is only a linear, causal relationship from stock returns to unexpected trading volume. Neither linear nor nonlinear causal relations from unexpected trading volume to stock returns are detected.
